
(A) Analysis of Seed Samples by Chl-square Method 

Application of statistical methods in biological experiments is called Blometry. A very important use of 
biometry in Genctics is for testing whether an observed ratio may be taken as fit for an expected ratio 

Fot examples, the expected F2 phenotypic monohybrid ratio is 3: 1. But the actual observed ratio as 

obtained by Mendel himself for the Tall X Dwarf monohybrid eross in pea plant was 2.84: 1 and for the 
coloured and white seed coat cross was 3.15: 1. Some deviations between observed and expected ratioe 
is always expecied while experimenting with living organisms due to accidents and chance. The 

problem is- how much deviation can be allowed due to these reasons, or, in other words, whether 
2.84: 1 and 3.15: I can be taken as equivalent to 3: 1? This can be found out by a process called 
Testing Goodness of Fit and there are two methods of finding it out: (a) The Standard Error Method and 
(b) The Chi-square (x2) Method. 

(B) Probability

In order to understand the application of the Chi-square method for testing goodness of fit of a sample to 
a particular ratio, one must have a clear conception about the Law of Probabilitry. The Law of Probability
enables us to forecast the frequency of occurrence of a particular event when 2 or more alternative results 
are possible. As for example, if a coin is tossed the result is either 'head' or 'tail', both the events having 
an equal chance of occurrence. Thus, if the coin is tossed 10,000 times, there will be near about 5,000 

heads and 5,000 tails, i.e. the two events 'head' and 'tail' will occur in 1: 1 ratio. Accuracy in Biometry 

depends upon the size of the sample, which should be sufficiently large. Thus, if the coin is tossed 5, 0 

or S0 times the result may not be exactly in 1: 1 ratio.

lf one takes two coins and tosses them simultaneously for a large number of times, the result will e 
- Lwo Heads: one Head and one Tail: Two Tails in the ratio 1:2:1. Probability in these cases is ge 
by the coefficients of expansion of the binomial formula (a + bn, where 'n' represents the number 

objects. So, if four coins are tossed simultaneously, the probabilities can be calculated as(a+ b" 
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(a+b, i.e, M4ab+682b2 + 4ab'+B. Therefore, the proportion of 4 Heads:3 Heads and 1 Tauil Heads and 2 Tails: 1 Head and 3 Tails:4 Tails will be 1:4:6:4:1. 

The Chi-square (x) Method 

hodnamed after the Greek letter x (Chi), is more easily- and, therefore, more frequently Applicable to a 1mle to a number of biological problems. The formula used in this method is : 

which is a summation of the square of deviation in each class (d*), i.e., 
(0 where O= the observed number and e = the expected number in each class and is divided by the expected number (e) for each class, 

Ror example, let us consider Mendel's 'Tall X Dwarf cross with pea plant. The observed numbers of 
lants in F, were 787 tall and 277 dwarf. For an exact 3 : 1 ratio, the expected number should have been 0R 1all and 266 dwarf. Now, considering the two classes tall and dwarf 

(787-789) (277-266) 
798 266 

121 121 
798 266 

= 0.61 

To find out whether this 2 value fits a 3: 1 ratio, the attached Chi-square table is to be consulted 
(Table in Appendix). 

Degree of freedom (d.f.) means the number of alternative classes which will be one less than the 
number of actual class (í.e., n- 1). So, for a 3:1 ratio the df. is 1. The right side column of the table shows 
the probability of getting a high value of 2 because of chance alone if the sample is from a population 
conforming to this particular ratio. Consulting this table it is found that the x2 value of 0.61 has P between 
0.30 and 0.50, i.e., the probability of getting such a x? value lies between 30% and 50%. So the result 

obtained is a very good fu for 3 : 1 ratio. A P" value above 0.05 (about 5% level, ie., 5 times in 100 trials) 
is considered a good fit. Higher the value of P, i.e. smaller the Chi-square value, better is the fit 

It should always be remembered that in statistical analysis the sample taken must be reasonably

arge. Otherwise the conclusion may become erroneous. The ratio may be found to be good fit for 2 or 3 

ifferent genetic factors. In class-work, if such a problem arises, all the genetic factors should be discussed. 

f the P value lies between 5% and 70% or even 80% it should be considered a good fit. If the P value falls 

Delow 5% level then it is a bad fit. And if the P value lies above the 80% limit then it indicates artificiality

or some other defect in the experiment. 
For class-work, usually artificial seed samples composed of different pulses and beans are supplied.

ESe samples are often so small that they appear to be good fits for more than one genetical ratio. Some 

genetical ratios are discussed:

1. Seed Sample No. 1 

he given sample (pea seeds) shows the following classes of phenotypes
Observed no. of 

Expected no. of 

seeds Character No. of 
Class 

80eds 
90 

87 
Cotyledon yellow 

ip a Cotyledon green 
30 

3 

ne observed number of seeds appear to be very close to 3: 1 ratio. 
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The observed no. of seeds = 87+33= 120. This no. is divisible by 4, then the expecter 

be 90 and 30 which will give the genetic ratio 3 : l. mberst 
x =yO-e)* 

e 

(87-90)2 (33-30) 
30 90 

3)3 
90 30 

9 9 90 30 
0.10+0.30 

= 0.40 

The no. of classes in this experiment is 2. So, degree of freedom (d.f.)) is (n - 1) = 1. For df 1 

Chi-square value of 0.40 has P (probability) lying between 0.50 and 0.70. Hence, the probability 

getting such a Chi-square value lies between 50% and 70%. So the given seed sample is a very goodft 
3:1 ratio, which is the F2 phenotypic ratio for a monohybrid cross, i.e. a cross between two homozygou 

parents involving one pair of alleles. 

2. Seed Sample No. 2 

The given sample shows the following classes of phenotypes: 

Expected no. of 

seeds 
No. of Character Observed no. of 

Class seeds 

Seeds dark brown in colour 67 63 

Seeds light yellow in colour 45 49 

The observed number of seeds appear to be very close to 9:7 ratio. The observed number of seu 
the expected = 67 + 45 = 112. This number is divisible by 16 and the quotient is 7. For 9:7 rati0, the 

numbers will be 7x9=63, 7x 7 = 49 

=O-e) 

e 

(67-63) 45-49 
63 49 

63 

6 -0.253 +0.326 

The 
number of classesi in this experimens 

has 

P(Probability) 

1ying 
between 0.30 a 

0.579 or 0.58 

this experiment is 2. So d.f. isn- 1. For, d.f. 1, a Chi-square volume of olume of 0.58 and 0.50. Hence, the probability of getting such a Chi-square value 
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20 ant 50%. So the given seed sample is a good fit for 9:7 ratio, which is the F, phenotypic lies between 30% 

ratio 

omplementary factor. When two pairs of alleles have no individual effect, but together they 

complement each other to produce a phenotypic effect, it is called a complementary factor. 

3. Seed Semple No. 3 

The given sample shows the following classes of phenotypes: 

Character Observed no. of No. of 
Class 

Expected no. of 
seeds seeds 

Seeds dark brown in colour 92 96 
Seeds yellow in colour 
Seeds light greenish in colour 

27 24 
9 8 

The observed number of seeds appear to be very close to 12:3:1 ratio. The observed number of 
ds is 92+27+9 = 128. This number is divisible by 16 and the quotient is 8. For 12:3:1 ratio, the 
expected number will be 8x 12 =96, 8x3 = 24 and 8 x 1 = 8. 

=O-e) 

e 

(92-96 (27-24) (9-8) + 
96 24 8 

4 
96 8 

16 
96 24 g =0.166+0.375+0.125 =0.666 

The number of classes in this experiment is 3. So, d.f. is n-1=3-1=2. For d.f. 2, a chi-square value 
of 0.666 has P (Probability) lying between 0.70 and 0.80. 

Hence, the probability of getting such a chi-square value lies between 70% and 80%. So the given 
seed sample is a good fit for 12:3: 1 ratio, which is F, phenotypic ratio for Dominant Epistasis. When the 
dominant allele belonging to one allelic pair is also dominant over both the alleles of another alleic pair 
it is called a case of dominant epistasis. 

CE 



Enample 7- Tst the goodnues ot tit im the toluoing 

Sample on an npsúmud with gasrdn pta plans. 

Round, yellaw 
Round, quan 

nkd , yullow 

imkd, yuon 

31 
26 

27 

26 

Ne, ot dlasss| Sampl shanastur bswmd w 
Round, yullew 
Round, qaen 

ned,yllos 
1minklud, qusn 

31 

26 

27 

4 26 

Selutien: Tetal ceunt = 11o 

Step 1: 0etuminatien sKpuctud sugugatibn aie 
:3:3:1 1:1:1:1 
Expetd ldl Expedud ld Gbsmd nalu 

Round, yellenw x110 
61.375 

30.379 
27.5 

3.5 
31 

Round, Hum 5.375 1101 1.5 26 
20.6 25 27.5 

imkld, yellers 
27 

inkled, qen 

x 6.375 x 11o o.5 
27.5 20.6 25 

11 
6.375 

11.125 X 11 1.5 
26 27.5 

Tetal daviation 61.75 7.0 
|Acconding te the table, t qimd that the deviation is 

wdwmum in tose of 1:1:1:1 natie sr, it is asspmid. that 

the shsumd tampls sheuld 4it ith this ratie. 



Stup 2: Dtuminatien et hi- squane ualus 
ebs ( d t E) | 0-E 2 Ne. Samp 

elasssschanadus 
Reund 
yullow 
Roundy 

walu 

12.2544 12.25 27. o.445 1 31 27.5 3.5 
** 

2.25 5 
0.082 

2 26 27.5 -1.5 

winkled, 
_yullev 
winklud, 

0.25 
27 o.25 27.5 

0.004 
27.5 -0.5 

26 2.25 27.5 
0.082 

27 5 -1.5 
99tetn 

z- = 0.445 +0. 0 82 +0.004+ 0.08 2 = 0.618 
E 

Stp 3: Cenclusien 
Sin thie ae 4 dassis, degs fruudtm = 4-1. =3. u 

caleulatd * naluuz is o.6 18, vhich is muh less thoi the 

tebulatd * wlus 4s 3 dqpus ot udem at o.05 pebabili-

tynel. 

calulatid walue. is batun 7o-4o. pmebability 
L .heugAu the duiatien mom xprtud vauu is 

insigmigicont and the obaumd ratir has a good qit ith 

t peetud natio. se, the gvnus imueled gollov Mandil 's low 

fstgugation ond indspendit asssntma. 

Stap 4: Cemman 
As the aapukimatal usult henus good tit ith 1:1:1:1 

ratie, se ib is assumed that the uult is ohtaintd ron a 

diybrid tust enrss. He domimat charnatus anu yullev and 

eumd. Parantal genotgpas au assumud as : 

P.T.0.- 



Yalen, Round 

YYRR 
XGuuum, winklud 

YR 

Yy R 
loy, eund 

X 
Guun, inklud 

YRY t Yy R Yullew, ond 
Yy Vlla, whinklud. 

94 s gun, 
vinklud 

ENample 8-A ganetiist ohtainnd 24 plonts agtur su44im� 
a yksid , omen� which with md slou - 52 pants, ith 

pink 4let = i2 3 plasts ond ith hike qae= 24 plants. 

Sho tw geedness ef it ith 1:2:1 Hatie. 

Chanatu .o plonts 

Rud 52 

Pk 128 

it 29 

Total e. ot plonts 204 

Seution: 
step 1: 0ctuminatien ot: ixhctd 4uLY S- disppas elat. 

Rec pler 204 x 52. 25 
Pink Le = 204x=104.5 
hite qlae = 2o4x 52.25 



Stp 2: Calulation gt hi-squau walue 

Choroc- bsud Expected |Deniatiomn 
walu Co) wae CE)| (o-E) tw 

Rud 52 52.25 -0.25 0.0625 0.00114 
104.5 23.5 552.25 5.2 15.626 Pink 128 

1hite 24 52.25 23.25 540.510.345| 

Step 3: Conewsien 
Te calulatnd. ualu. ot = 15.626. Sinct thuu au 3 dassns, 
se the degnu ot Ldom = (3-1) = 2. he tabulatrd *2 ualu 

4 2 dYuus o* pudem ab 0.05 pobobility el is 5.44. Rs 

the ebsmd nalue muuh ighu than the the tabulakrd ualu, 

seth usut does nst im aquumat ibh 1:2:1 ratie, i.4., 

the obsuuuatitn dors net sha geedmess ot sit ith the 

petdratis, 
In caneusion, the piniplu ot incemplute dominana is 

net appuicable hwu, so, te genss innemtd huu de net galo 

Mandul's las. 
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